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ABSTRACT 
 
Gd3+ tags have been shown to be useful for performing distance measurements in biomolecules 
via the double electron-electron resonance (DEER) technique at Q- and W-band frequencies. We 
introduce a new cyclen-based Gd3+ tag that exhibits a relatively narrow EPR spectrum, affording 
high sensitivity, and which yields exceptionally narrow Gd3+-Gd3+ distance distributions in doubly 
tagged proteins owing to a very short tether. Both the maxima and widths of distance distributions 
measured for tagged mutants of the proteins ERp29 and T4 lysozyme, featuring Gd3+-Gd3+ distances 
of ca. 6 and 4 nm respectively, were well reproduced by simulated distance distributions based on 
available crystal structures and sterically allowed rotamers of the tag. The precision of the position 
of the Gd3+ ion is  comparable to  that of the nitroxide radical in an MTSL-tagged protein and thus 
the new tag represents an attractive tool for performing accurate distance measurements and 
potentially probing protein conformational equilibria.  
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Double electron-electron resonance (DEER) has emerged as a powerful method in structural 
biology over the last decade because it provides distance distributions between spin labels inserted 
at well-defined sites within proteins and nucleic acids.1,2 The spin labels are usually introduced 
through techniques of site-directed spin labeling (SDSL),3 where the most popular method for 
attaching the spin label is via the thiol group of a native or genetically engineered cysteine residue. 
An alternative method is to employ an unnatural amino acid that has been genetically encoded to 
be incorporated in response to the amber stop codon.4-6 So far, stable nitroxide radicals have been 
the most commonly used spin labels7 for distance measurements using DEER.8,9 The DEER 
measurement provides a distance distributions where its maximum give structural information 
while its width contains information on the conformational equilibria of the protein, provided that 
the label contribution to the width can be resolved. This becomes possible once the linker of the 
tag to the protein becomes short and preferably rigid. This motivated the design of rigid nitroxide 
labels10 and recently a rigid labeling scheme employing Cu(II) was reported for proteins.11  In 
recent years, Gd3+ (S = 7/2) spin labels have been introduced as an alternative to nitroxide spin 
labels for DEER measurements at Q- and W-band frequencies (about 32 and 95 GHz, 
respectively). The development of this new approach is driven by the high sensitivity these labels 
feature at high EPR frequencies and their reduction resistance in cellular environment. 12,13 Such 
measurements have been reported for model compounds,15-18 proteins,5,19-22 peptides in solution23 
and in membranes,24,25  DNA26 and nanoparticles.27 Due to the greater bulkiness of the Gd3+  labels, 
compared to nitroxides,  the labeling positions are usually restricted to exposed sites in the protein.  
Recently, Gd3+ ruler molecules with Gd3+-Gd3+ distances in the range of 2.1–8.5 nm have been 
used to evaluate the validity of data analysis for this type of high-spin spin label.17. The 
development of Gd3+ spin labeling for DEER distance measurements has also opened up the 
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possibility to measure distances between different types of spin labels such as a Gd3+-nitroxide pair, 
which delivers high sensitivity and allows measurement of several distances within the same 
sample. 27-30,31,32,33 Nonetheless, the approach of Gd3+ labeling is still under early stages of 
development and to realize its promise better Gd3+ tags with optimized spectroscopic and chemical 
properties should be designed.  So far the majority of Gd3+-Gd3+ distance measurements focused 
on rationalizing the maxima of the distance distribution5,20,21 but not the width of the distribution, 
which so far has been rather broad.  In this letter we introduce a new Gd3+ spin label that has the 
following combined  unique features: (i) A small enough zero field splitting  (ZFS) tensor that 
generates narrow central transition at 95 GHz that affords high sensitivity and (ii) A short linker 
to the protein that reduce considerably the width of the distance distribution and can be predicted.  
The development of lanthanide tags for proteins was originally driven by applications in NMR 
spectroscopy, where tags with different paramagnetic lanthanides produce pseudocontact shifts 
that contain valuable long-range structural information.34-39 When loaded with Gd3+ ions, such tags 
are usually also suitable for distance measurements by EPR, but the effectiveness of distance 
measurements in terms of sensitivity and structural information content critically depends on the 
chemical and spectroscopic properties of the Gd3+ tag. The ideal Gd3+ tag for DEER experiments 
should immobilize the metal ion close to the target molecule without affecting its structure. In 
addition, it should bind the metal ion very tightly and the metal should be fully coordinated to 
prevent hard-to-predict metal-mediated interactions with other parts of the protein or other 
molecules. Finally, it must be possible to incorporate the tag site-specifically and with a minimal 
number of additional modifications to the target molecule. Tags that ligate the Gd3+ ion with high 
thermodynamic and kinetic stability are particularly attractive as these tags can be loaded with Gd3+ 
prior to their ligation to the target protein, eliminating problems associated with Gd3+ titrations.23 
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Spectroscopically, the best Gd3+ tags should exhibit a small ZFS for maximal sensitivity. Such rigid 
tags, however, may require special considerations for short distances measurements owing to 
deviations from the weak coupling approximation used in the data analysis,17 which introduces 
artificial broadening. 
Tags based on 1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane-1,4,7,10-tetraacetic acid (“DOTA”) and its 
derivatives possess most of the desired properties and yield narrow EPR line widths and 
sufficiently long phase memory times. Several such tags have been explored for Gd3+-Gd3+ distance 
measurements, namely MTS-ADO3A,24 the maleimide DO3A tag12 and the C1 tag20 shown in Fig. 
1. In the C1 tag, originally developed for paramagnetic NMR,40 bulky phenylethylacetamide groups 
limit the tag’s mobility through steric effects. All these tags, however, feature rather long, flexible 
tethers that allow rotation about four bonds between the Gd3+ ion and the S-S or C-S bond that links 
them to a cysteine residue in the protein. Long flexible tethers necessarily increase the widths of 
any distance distribution and thus limit the protein dependent information. In a first step towards 
an unnatural amino acid that positions the Gd3+ ion at a defined location, the C3 tag41 loaded with 
Gd3+ (Fig. 1) has recently been conjugated to p-azido-L-phenylalanine (AzF). Here, the metal 
position could be predicted very well from the three-dimensional structure of the protein by a 
single tag conformation.5 The latter was established by the standard mutation tool in the program 
PyMOL to find the most likely AzF side-chain conformation42 and assuming a fixed geometry of 
the ligation product. Compared with tags directed at cysteine, however, the ligation of the C3 tag 
to an AzF residue results in a rather long, albeit rigid, tether between the protein and the Gd3+ ion, 
limiting the information content of Gd3+-Gd3+ distance distributions measured in proteins of 
unknown structure. 
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Fig. 1. Structures of the Gd3+ tags employed in this work. Each complex carries a 3+ charge. 
Here we introduce a new DOTA-based Gd3+ tag, C9 (Fig. 1), featuring a cysteine-conjugatable 
pendant arm with just two bonds prior to the disulfide bond, which minimizes the tag’s 
contribution to the width of distance distribution. We demonstrate the performance of this tag on 
two mutants, S114C and G147C, of the protein ERp29, which forms a 51 kDa homodimer20,43, 44 and 
on the A93C/N140C  mutant of T4 lysozyme. We further compare the results with those obtained 
from the C1 and C3 tags. We show that the C9 tag features a narrow Gd3+-Gd3+ distance distribution 
( 0.4–0.6 nm, at half height), for both proteins that could be well reproduced by simple modelling, 
suggesting that this tag can be useful for providing both accurate structural information and 
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probing local flexibility in proteins, which is an important feature not yet reported for Gd3+ spin 
labels.   
The C9 tag is a hybrid design of C112 and another earlier reported tag, C8,45 featuring the sterically 
bulky pendants of the former and the much shorter conjugatable linker of the latter. The synthesis 
of the tag is reported in the ESI. The “activated” pyridin-2-yldisulfanyl group within the C9 tag 
reacts with a cysteine residue to form a disulfide bond between the tag and protein (Fig. 1).  We 
obtained quantitative ligation yields. Details of the ligation conditions are reported in the ESI. 
The W-band echo-detected (ED) EPR spectra of the S114C (or S114AzF) mutant of ERp29 with 
the different tags are depicted in Fig. 2. The width (at half height) of the central EPR transition 
exhibits the following trend: AzF-C3 > C9 > C1, indicating that C3 has the largest ZFS parameter 
(D) value. This is expected considering that the Gd3+ coordination sphere in the C3 tag lacks one 
of the oxygen donors, which is instead replaced with a nitrogen donor from the triazole ring. The 
phase memory time C3 and C9 are quite similar whereas that  of C1 is slightly longer (See Fig. 
S6). The corresponding W-band DEER traces after background removal are shown in Fig. 3a and 
the derived distance distributions are given in Fig. 3b. The primary DEER data are presented in 
the ESI, Fig. S7. 
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Fig. 2. W-band echo-detected EPR spectra of ERp29 S114C/S114AzF (pD = 4.9) with all the tags 
investigated recorded at 10 K. Left panel: full spectrum. Right panel: expanded plot of the central 
transition. The results for the C1 tag are reproduced from ref. 20. 
 
 Fig. 3. W-band DEER data (10 K) of ERp29 S114C/S114AzF ligated with the different tags of 
Fig. 1 (pD = 4.9). (a) Data recorded with the four-pulse DEER sequence9 and after background 
removal, including the fitted curve obtained with the distance distribution shown in (b). The 
vertical line  (magenta) in (b) marks the distance predicted by modelling the tag with a single 
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conformation as described in ref. 5. (c) and (d) Corresponding results for the ERp29 G147C 
mutant, except that no data were recorded with the AzF-C3 tag. The C1 data were reproduced 
from ref. 20. (e) and (f) The same for T4 lysozyme A93C/N140C with C9 and C1 tags. The DEER 
data were analyzed with DeerAnalysis46 and employing Tikhonov regularization. The dashed traces 
in (b), (d) and (f) represent the calculated distance distributions (see text for details). 
The shallowest modulation depth was obtained with the AzF-C3 tag, as expected from its 
broader ED-EPR spectrum. The distances indicated by the maxima of the distance distributions 
for this mutant follow the trend AzF-C3 > C1 > C9, in agreement with the different intrinsic 
lengths of the tethers between the Gd3+ ion and the protein backbone associated with these tags. In 
all cases, the maxima of the distance distributions were accurately predicted by modeling of the 
tag conformations using sterically allowed rotamers of the tag. In the case of the AzF-C3 residue, 
the maximum of the distance distribution, shown as a single line in Fig. 3b, was readily predicted 
by a single tag conformation obtained by using the mutation tool of PyMOL to determine the 
dihedral angles c1 and c2, while keeping all other side chain dihedral angles in the conformation 
shown in Fig. S8.5   
Among the three protein examples of Fig. 3, the C9 tag produced the narrowest distribution 
widths of all tags for site 114 of ERp29 (Fig. 3b) and for a double-Cys mutant of T4 lysozyme 
(Fig. 3f). Moreover both distribution widths were accurately predicted by rotamer distributions 
(see below). In view of the rigidity of the tether of the AzF-C3 residue, the width of the distance 
distribution observed with this tag was disappointing. To simulate the broad distance distribution 
shown in Fig. 3b we allowed free rotations about all side-chain dihedral angles (Fig. S7)). 
Similarly, the experimental distance distribution of the C1 tag at the site of residue 114 of ERp29 
was significantly greater than predicted (Fig. 3b). The difference must be associated with 
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properties of the C1 tag that are not taken into account by the simple modeling approach used.. 
The distance measurement with the C1 tag in the T4 lysozyme mutant was also predicted with 
lesser accuracy than for the C9 tag (Fig. 3f). Clearly, the small number of rotatable bonds in the 
C9 tag contributes both to narrow distribution widths and more accurate prediction of the distance 
from the protein structure.  
A comparison of the C1 and C9 tags was carried out for the ERp29 G147C mutant as well (Fig. 
3c,d). There, the distance distributions are wider. Fundamentally, the width of a distance 
distribution is determined by two factors. One is protein-dependent and reflects the conformational 
backbone dynamics of the protein along with the local dynamics (mobility) of the residue carrying 
the label. The second is label-dependent and reflects all possible conformations of the label that 
are sterically compatible with the labeling site. Therefore, interpretation of the width of the 
distance distribution requires untangling the intrinsic contribution of protein dynamics from that 
of the label, and this is easier the more rigid the spin label is.47,48 As a homodimer, ERp29 is 
particularly well suited for such an examination because the DEER distance distribution reflects 
the conformational equilibrium at only a single site. Accordingly, the width difference between 
the two sites reflects the greater solvent exposure of the 147 site that permits a wider range of spin 
label conformations and/or increased protein structural dynamics at this site.  
The tag-specific contribution to the distance distribution can often adequately be simulated by a 
distance distribution that compiles all sterically allowed rotamers of the label,15 or by considering 
a more elaborate rotamer library based on molecular dynamics simulations and crystal structures.49 
Accordingly, protein motion information has successfully been deduced from the width of distance 
distributions derived from DEER data on nitroxide spin labels,50,51 but not yet using Gd3+ tags. To 
account for contributions to the distance distribution arising from greater solvent exposure, as 
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opposed to protein local motions, we modeled the distance distributions for all tags based on the 
crystal structures (PDB ID 2QC7 for ERp2943 and 2LZM for T4 lysozyme49) and all possible 
conformations of the tag that avoided clashes with the protein (see ESI for details). The results 
show a remarkable agreement for C9 at site 114 of ERp29 and the calculated distribution for site 
147 is broader than for 114, reflecting the greater exposure of the site. Yet, for site 147 the 
experimental distance distribution for C9 is wider than the modeled one, suggesting that there are 
contributions from local dynamics. However, we cannot exclude some broadening arising from 
uncertainties in the background removal due to insufficiently long  evolution time. The difference 
in experimental distribution width is much less obvious for C1, which, like C3, produced an 
intrinsically greater width (we did not tag site 147 with C3 because an AzF residue at this site is 
predicted to populate two different c1 angles).  
To check whether the remarkably narrow width of the distance distributions obtained with the 
C9 tag could be aided by electrostatic interactions with nearby carboxyl groups of the protein, we 
mutated Glu113 in the ERp29 S114C mutant to glutamine. In this mutant, the maximum of the 
distance distribution shifted slightly from 5.83 to 5.99 nm and the width increased by a small 
amount, from 0.4 to 0.5 nm (Fig. S9). These results indicate only a limited degree of interaction 
with Glu113. Upon changing the pD from 4.9 to 7, which may alter the protonation state and 
coordination properties of the OH groups in proximity of the Gd3+ ion (Fig. 1c),45,52 the maximum of 
the distance distribution changed to 5.88 nm, and the width to 0.63 nm (Fig. S9), which is still 
considerably narrower than the widths observed for any of the other tags. The reproducibly narrow 
width of the distance distribution that can be achieved with the C9 tag thus seems to be primarily 
associated with the short tether produced by this tag. For comparison, the distance distribution 
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width observed for a series of rigid rulers with Gd3+-Gd3+ distances in the range of 3.4–8.3 was 0.4–
0.7 nm.17 
To explore whether the difference in the distance distribution widths observed with C9 between 
sites 114 and 147 reflects solvent exposure and site-dependent protein mobility , we also labeled 
these two positions with a nitroxide spin label (MTSL). Here, we observed a much stronger 
orientation selection for site 114 than for site 147 (Fig. S10), which is consistent with the behavior 
of C9.  In Figure 4 and S13  we compare the conformational space accessible to C1, C9 and MTSL 
at site 114, showing that the C9 tag samples a  region of space that is  smaller or comparable the 
MTSL nitroxide spin label. In addition to distance measurements, MTSL is sometimes used to 
probe protein mobility via DEER measurements.44,51 
For a third example, we also labeled T4 lysozyme A93C/N140C with both C1 and C9 and 
compared their distance distributions (Fig. 3e,f, ). Because of the shorter distances between the 
tags in this case (ca. 4 nm), the DEER measurements were carried out with very large Δn (Dn = 
878 MHz  for C9 and 636 MHz for C1) in order to minimize potential artificial broadening induced 
by ignoring the contribution of the pseudosecular terms of the dipolar interaction17 (it was 
anticipated that this contribution might be significant for a ca. 4 nm tag separation because of the 
narrow central transitions of C9 and C1 and the associated small ZFS). Like in the case of ERp29 
S114C, C9 showed close agreement between experimental and predicted distance distribution 
widths, as expected for a rigid intra-domain distance. In contrast to C9,  to obtain a reasonable  
match between experimental and predicted distance distribution for C1 a conformational bias of 
the tag due to electrostatic attraction with protein carboxyl groups was assumed (see Fig. 3f) (see 
Fig. S12 for the non-bias distance distribution).  
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To summarize, we have introduced a new Gd3+ tag, C9, that produces a short linkage to protein 
cysteine residues and a limited tag flexibility afforded by only two dihedral angles. Both the 
maximum and width of distance distributions obtained with this tag can be well accounted for and 
therefore it represents an attractive tool for obtaining accurate distance measurements and probing 
protein conformational equilibria.  
 
Fig. 4 Space accessible to the Gd3+ ion and nitroxide oxygen in the rotamer libraries generated for 
(a) the C1-Gd3+ tag, (b) the C9-Gd3+ tag, and (c) MTSL ligated to position 114 of ERp29. A single 
protein monomer is displayed in a ribbon representation. Balls identify the coordinates found for 
the Gd3+ ion and nitroxide oxygen in the rotamer libraries of the respective tags. 
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